Function: The voice memory option is a JUMA TRX2 plug in module which includes audio record and playback functions. It can record from the microphone or from the receiver. Playback can be sent to the band or to the local speaker.

Purpose: The voice memory option can be used to transmit pre recorded voice messages e.g. in contest operation or in other similar situations. Recorded voice from the receiver can be listened afterwards via local speaker or the message can be transmitted back to the air.

Record/playback control: The record, playback and transmit functions can be controlled by means of the JUMA TRX2-KB external keyboard option or by means of the Windows software (Compatibility Win 9x, 2k, XP or higher). The license for the Windows software is granted when purchasing a voice memory option kit.

Memory capacity: 10 memory banks. Banks 1...9: Capacity 10 seconds each. Bank 10: Capacity 120 seconds.

*Specifications subject to change